
TVRUG Meeting 8th June 2017 at Haltwhistle Old Booking Hall

Acting Chairman, Colin Moore welcomed 20 members to the meeting. He confirmed the role of 
TVRUG as a campaigning group for the line and that members had a large part to play in being the 
'eyes and ears on the ground' of the TVCRP . TVRUG was working closely with the TVCRP for the 
benefit of the travelling public. 8 members had sent their apologies for the meeting.

Members were asked how often they would like to meet and the suggestion of every 6 months was 
agreed. 

Colin then welcomed Pete Myers, Northern Stakeholder Manager NE.

Pete gave his presentation (attached separately), answering questions from the audience as they 
arose. In addition to the slides the following notes that may be of interest to those not present, 
were made.

Pete has worked in the rail industry for 25 years and started out as a guard/conductor.

The new Dove Grey coloured branding on the trains is supposed to be impervious to dirt!

Rail North (made up of representatives from local authorities in the north of England) are the 
governing body for the franchise. The DfT appointed them to police the franchise. It is intended that 
in 2025 when this franchise ends that Rail North will be responsible for letting the next franchise.

NERMU, the North East Rail Management Unit is just for the North East and also polices the 
franchise. This is to ensure that the North East is not the poor relation to the other 3 areas of the 
Rail North area.

Strikes - the franchise commitment is for 50% of the rail services by mileage to be driver controlled 
operation (DCO) (not driver only operation - DOO). Currently the conductors' role is safety critical. 
DCO would mean that conductors were no longer essential and a train could run without one. 
However the nature of the Tyne Valley line with unstaffed stations and long distances between 
stations means that this would not happen on this line (no DCO use is planned for NE area). Also, 
at present Northern have no stations or trains across their network that are capable of operating 
DCO. Hence it is regretted that the RMT are taking strike action at this stage in the negotiations. 
More managers have been trained to operate trains so that during times of strike action as many 
services as possible can still operate.

Arriva has ordered 98 new trains (43 electric units and 55 diesel units). It had been planned to 
utilize refurbished Class 158 diesel units on most TV line services but we may see some of the 
new diesel units being manufactured by CAF (Spain).

Station improvements are on the way and Northern are working with the TVCRP to ensure that 
these improvements are delivered in consultation with users. TVCRP has done station surveys and 
Northern have presented their proposals which envisage new shelters, information systems, CCTV 
etc.

From 2019 the new Northern Connect operation will provide a faster service between Carlisle, 
Newcastle and Middlesbrough. Arriva Northern are planning to provide two trains per hour between 
Newcastle and Carlisle (one fast/one slow) (with the existing Hexham ‘turn-back’ services 
continuing to Carlisle).  Stopping patterns were still under discussion and TVCRP had made 
representations that fast services should stop at Haltwhistle in addition to Hexham, Prudhoe and 
Metrocentre whilst all slower trains should stop at all stations (Arriva had been planning around 
existing stopping patterns west of Hexham or a variant thereof). Consideration is also to be given 
to a TVCRP idea that Newcastle/Metrocentre trains be extended to Prudhoe.  Scotrail services to/
from Glasgow will disappear over the coming year albeit Carlisle/Glasgow services will increase.



The line speed on the Tyne Valley line will remain the same although Northern will fight for higher 
speeds depending on the outcome of a similar campaign elsewhere.

The Pacers should disappear from the TV line during the latter part of 2018.

Train refurbishment is currently in progress although it is taking about 2 weeks longer per train as 
more rust has been found under the floor than was expected.

There are many environmental targets in the new franchise, including the amount of diesel used 
which will increase as the new trains will be heavier than the lightweight Pacers. 

Northern are unable to allow individuals to pay for season tickets monthly by direct debit due to 
financial regulation that was introduced some years ago. They can however work with companies 
on this and they offer a monthly payment option which employers deduct directly from employees 
salaries.

In response to a question Pete indicated that the North East area (including TV line) was not 
profitable from an Arriva perspective and needs government subsidy.  Currently Arriva receive an 
80% cost subsidy across their network but this is to reduce to 20% over the lifetime of the 
franchise. Lines generally are not looked at individually as to whether they are profitable. The 
Service Level Agreement (SLC) sets out the minimum requirement.

There is a commitment in the franchise for Northern to place temporary buildings at stations for a 
variety of purposes and if anyone has any ideas, please share them.

Northern are happy to pilot any ticketing ideas anyone might have.

The new trains will have luggage racks at either end of the carriages and space for 4 bikes.

Gilsland update - the business model is difficult to prove as it relies on it being a ‘destination 
station’ (visitors to Hadrians Wall/other attractions in the area). Current thoughts are to build a 
temporary station with a 3 year life-span so that the business case could be proved, or not. The 
case is being pushed by TVCRP and COGS (Campaign to Open Gilsland Station) and Network 
Rail are now showing more application to the project.

Colin proposed a vote of thanks to Pete and the meeting closed to enable members to catch trains 
home. 


